IGNITING THE SPARK OF LITERACY
SPARK, held at the Caribbean Museum Center for the
Arts and hosted by teen leaders from SCF Youth Advisory
Council and graduates from Denver School of Science
and Technology, was a success. We had 9 teen leaders
from Denver and 6 teen leaders from YAC present for
the duration of the two week reading enhancement
program. We had 21 second graders from the
Frederiksted area participate in the program and over 50
people attend the final performance on June 7th. People
in attendance included supportive adults in the 2nd
graders lives and other community members. All teen
leaders were present for the duration and we had a
range between 18-21 second graders attend each of the
days. As a result, the ratio between ‘teacher’ and
second grader was about 1:3.
The second graders completed in-take and exit surveys during the
two week program and the findings indicated that at the start of the
program 44% of them said that reading was difficult and on the exit
survey, only 16% said reading was difficult. In regards to student
empowerment, at the start of the program 94% said they knew
what to do when they read something that didn’t make sense and at
the end of the program, only 55% said they knew what to do. This
might be due to the fact that in a smaller learning environment the
learner was able to be more vulnerable in recognizing their
weaknesses and saying they did not know what to do.
Other successes of the program were that the Denver teen leaders
were able to meet the second graders at their school and walk them
down, since they were out of school. The walk down to CMCA
provided a physical release for the second graders and concluded
with a check in and active games on the waterfront prior to going
inside the CMCA to begin the station work. Beginning the station
work went well as the teen leaders got their groove in taking
attendance and moving small groups across the street rather than
the entire group of 2nd graders at one time, having snack provided at
the first station ensured that 2nd graders were not hungry and got to
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work right away. The topics explored at the five stations were: comprehension, flexible thinking, vocabulary
expansion, creative writing and poetry.
The second graders were moved by the program and
the relationships that they made with the teen hosts.
One second grader had a hard time saying goodbye to
a Denver student and was encouraged to get the
Denver student’s address so he could write him
letters. Another grandmother approached a teen
leader and reported that her grandchild had not been
the same since his father passed away and this
program seemed to light something in him again. The
teen leaders witnessed and supported the individual
growth of each second grade student, which was
realized when all the 2nd graders were able to read
their own poem to the audience at the closing event.
When we began practicing for the performance, there
were a number of second graders who were not
interested in speaking on stage or needed a teen
leader next to them.
The Youth Advisory Council is currently designing the
blueprint, in partnership with the Caribbean Museum
Center, for an annual, expanded program that
provides more learning time and targeted
support/training in positive youth development for
the teen leaders. The ultimate goal is to build a
sustainable, reading intervention program in order to close the widening gap between basic/below basic readers
and proficient/beyond grade level readers. For more information on how you can support this Initiative and the
Council, please contact the Foundation directly.
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